
Outdoor Dining

Essenze di Luce
Take your outdoor living space to the next level with stunning, multi-sized 
natural stone monoliths and LED lighting available with or without a  
high-fidelity sound diffusion system. From romantic moments to big 
bashes, Essenze di Luce has you covered with a variety of natural stone 
lighting and rock speaker options that are maintenance-free and designed 
to withstand the most adverse weather conditions-- from ice to the desert 
sun. Perfect for gardens, poolscapes, and outdoor living use.
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Essenze di Luce

Menhir Sound

Stake

FEATURES
•  Aisi 316L stainless steel audio system
•  Easy connect; user-friendly; control music from your device
•  Plays/streams the most popular music services
•  Choose from 3 standard textures
•  Ice resistant
•  Wi-fi Audio Controller

FEATURES
•  Natural stone floor lamp for outdoors
•  Choose single or double vertical LED (only 4mm thick)
•  Ice resistant
•  Multiple color and texture options
•  Fits modern, contemporary, and Mediterranean styles
•  Chemical Resistant 
•  Stainless Steel

Menhir Di Luce

FEATURES
•  Choose from single, double, or triple illuminated sections
•  Choose from horizontal or inclined patterns
•  Available in 2 standard textures
•  Minimalistic and natural design complements any achitectural style
•  Ice resistant
•  Stainless Steel

A series of natural stone outdoor lamps and garden lights 
with LED technology, available in four different styles—Soft, 
Sidelong, Cross, and Stonehenge. In daylight, they function as 
design elements but evoke emotional light in the evening. 

This natural stone outdoor sound system integrating Hi-fi sound 
diffusion and LED lighting brings both sights and sounds to 
the yard. Fill your space with soft illumination and your favorite 
music—all effortlessly emanating from natural stone elements. 
Unparalleled resistance to splashes, spray, sand, and the most 
adverse weather conditions.

Arrange an ambience with outdoor path lighting. Sleek pillars 
of natural stone offer architectural and design elements by 
day and transform into striking and luminous scenic features 
by evening. Perfect for illuminating footpaths, flower beds and 
outdoor living areas.


